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Google sheet query format date

The syntax is = if (test, then_true, otherwise_value). There are three arguments in the Google Sheets If it () function: Test, Then_true, and Otherwise-Value.In Google Sheets enter the If() declaration by typing in a cell; A suggestion box appears to help. As with Excel's Axis() function, the Axis () function in
Google Sheets facilitates branched decision making within a worksheet. Here's how to use the Google Sheets As () feature. The If() function tests or a certain condition in a cell are true or false. If the condition is true, the function will perform one operation. If the condition is false, the function will perform
another operation. The initial true or false test, as well as the follow-up operations, are set with the function's arguments. Like If () statements to test various conditions and to perform different operations depending on the outcome of the tests. A function's syntax refers to the format in which the function
should be stated. This includes the function's name, brackets, commas and arguments. The syntax for the Axis () function is: =if(test, then_true, The function's three arguments are: Test: a value or expression tested to see if it is true or falseThen_true: the operation performed if the test is
trueOtherwise_value: the operation performed if the test is false The otherwise_value argument is optional , but you need to specify the first two arguments for the function to process correctly. In row 3, the Axis() function multiple results such as: =i This example: Tests to see if the value in cell A2 equals
to 200 (the test argument)If this does not happen, displays the value 1 in cell B3 (the then_true argument)If A1 is not equal to 200, the function displays the value 2 in cell B3 (the optional otherwise_value argument) if you drop to otherwise_value , Google Sheets will return the logical value false. Unlike
Excel, Google Sheets does not use dialog boxes for function arguments. Instead, it has an auto suggest box which appears when you type the name of the function into a cell. To enter the function: Click cell B3 to make it the active cell. Type the equal sign (=) followed by submitting the name of the
function. As you type, the auto set box appears with the names of functions beginning with the letter I. When IF appears in the box, click it to enter the function name and open brackets or round bracket in cell B3. Click cell A2 in the worksheet to enter that cell reference. After the cell reference, type the



equal symbol (=) followed by the number 200. Enter a comma to complete the test argument. Type 2 followed by a comma to enter this number as the then_true argument. Enter 1 to enter this number as the otherwise_value argument. Don't ticch a comma. Press Enter to insert a closing parent) and to
finish the function. The value 1 must appear in cell B3, that the value in A2 is not equal to 200. When you click cell B3, complete appears in the formula bar above the worksheet. Conditional formatting in Google Sheets allows you to add a professional touch to your spreadsheets. Changes the occurrence
and sense of cells, rows or columns based on certain criteria. Plus, find specific data types. For example, use conditional formatting to highlight duplicate data in Google Sheets to view trends. Here's how to apply conditional formatting in Google Sheets on a computer or an Andriod device. While you can
view conditional formatting rules on iOS devices, you cannot create or edit these rules. gilaxia/Getty Images Conditional Formatting means that when specific conditions are met, the background and text color in designated Google Sheets cells change immediately. This is useful when you want to see
certain information or call out specific data. Here's how conditional formatting for Google sheets on a Windows PC or Mac works with Chrome, Firefox, Safari for Mac, or IE 11 and Edge for Windows. Google Sheets may work in other browsers, but all features may not be available. Select the cell range
where you want to apply conditional formatting. This example uses a spreadsheet with salespeopon's conversion rates. Select Format from the top menu bar. Select conditional formatting. The Conditional Format Rules dialog box pops up on the right side of the screen. Select the Format Cells as drop-
down menu and select a condition. If you follow this example, select Less than. Choose from a variety of self-explanatory conditions, or choose Custom to create a condition. In the Value or formula box, enter the condition's criteria. For example, enter 30% to highlight salespeopons whose conversion
rates are less than 30%. Under formatting style, select a predefined background color or choose Custom Format to select colors and effects including bold and synonymous. To further improve a conditional effect, select the Color Scale tab. Choose a graddle. The color on the left applies to the lower
number values in the selected cell range. The color on the right affects higher values. You'll see a live preview of the grader colors when you choose a color scale. If you are satisfied with your conditional formatting choices, select Finish. The spreadsheet reflects your settings. To apply multiple formatting
conditions to same cell range, go to Format &gt; Conditional Formatting, and select Add Another Rule. Google Sheets processes various rules in priority order from top to bottom. Reor order rules by dragging a rule up or down in the list. Here's how conditional formatting works for Google Sheets on an
Android device. Run the Google Sheets app and open a new or existing spreadsheet. Select the cell range that you want to format. Tap the Format button, represented by the letter A, near the top of the spreadsheet. You will a rule interface. Scroll down and select Conditional Formatting. Select the
Format Cells as drop-down menu and select a condition. Adjust the footage you want to apply to cells that your condition. In the Format style section, tap one of the six options or select Custom to select colors and effects. Tap the Color Scale tab to apply gradent colors to cells. Select the numeric values
and colors you want to use. Tap Save to apply your choices. You will see your new rule on the Conditional Formatting screen. Tap the check mark to exit and return to the spreadsheet. Tap Save and New to add another line. Google Sheets provides more than a dozen formatting conditions dealing with
text strings, dates, and numeric values. You are not limited to these default settings. Use a custom formula to apply a condition to a cell range based on values from other cells, which are not an option with the predetermined selections. This example uses a custom formula to show when same value
appears in more than one cell using the COUNTIF function. Open a spreadsheet and select the cell range that you want to format. This example selects cells B2 by B15. Go to Format &gt; Conditional Formatting. Under Format Cells as, select Custom formula. Type the formula into the Value or Formula
field. For example, use the formula: =COUNTIF(B:B,B2) &gt;1 If your range of cells is not in column B, change it to your column, and change B2 to the first cell in your selected range. Select Finish. Any duplicate information in your spreadsheet is highlighted. It's easy to remove a conditional formatting
rule. Select the cell range where you want to remove one or multiple conditional formatting rules. Select Format. Select conditional formatting. You will see any current conditional formatting rules. To delete a rule, the cursor hangs over the rule and select the trash can icon. Select the cell or cells where
you want to remove one or multiple conditional formatting rules. Tap Format (represented by the letter A). Select conditional formatting. You'll see a list of current rules. To delete a rule, tap the garbage can beside it icon. Lifewire uses cookies to provide you with a good user experience. By using Lifewire,
you accept our use of cookies. If you want to count the number of days between two dates, you can use the DAYS, DATEDIF and NETWORKDAYS features in Google Sheets to get it done. DAYS and DATEDIF count all days while NETWORKDAE Excludes Saturday and Sunday. Count all days
between two dates to count the days between two dates no matter if the day is a weekday or a holiday, you can use the DAYS or DATEDIF functions. Using the DAYS function The DAYS function is the easiest to use, as long as you are not lifted over the exclusion of holidays or weekend days.
HOWEVER, DAYS will take note of additional days being held in a leap year. To use DAE to count between two days, open your Google Sheets spreadsheet, and click a blank cell. Type = DAYS(01/01/2019, 01/01/2018), replacing the dates containing your own Be. Use your dates in reverse order, so put
the end date first, and the start date second. Using the start date first will result in DAYS returning a negative value. return. the example above shows, the DAYS function counts the total number of days between two specific dates. The date format used in the example above is the U.K. format,
DD/MM/YYYY. If you're in the US, make sure you're using MM/DD/YYYYY. You must use the default date format for your venue. If you want to use a different format, click File &gt; Spreadsheet Settings and change the Location value to another location. You can also use the DAYS function with cell
references. If you specified two dates in separate cells, you can type =DAYS(A1,A11), replacing the A1 and A11 cell references with your own. In the example above, a difference of 29 days is recorded from dates kept in cells E6 and F10. Using the DATEDIF function An alternative to DAYS is the
DATEDIF function, which allows you to calculate the number of days, months or years between two fixed dates. Like DAYS, DATEDIF takes into account leap days and will calculate all days, rather than limiting you to working days. Unlike days, DATEDIF does not work in reverse order, so use the start
date first and the end date second. If you want to specify the dates in your DATEDIF formula, click a blank cell, and type =DATEDIF(01/01/2018, 01/01/2019,D), replacing the dates with your own. If you want to use dates of cell references in your DATEDIF formula, type =DATEDIF(A7,G7,D), replace the
A7 and G7 cell references with your own. Count Business Days Between Two Dates The DAYS and DATEDIF functions allow you to find the days between two dates, but they count all days. If you just want to count working days, and you want to discount additional holidays, you can use the
NETWORKDAYS function. NETWORKDAYS treated Saturday and Sunday as weekend days, it discounts during its calculation. Like DATEDIF, NETWORKDAYS first uses the start date, followed by the end date. To use NETWORKDAE, click a blank cell, and type
=NETWORKDAYS(DATE(2018,01,01),DATE(2019,01,01)). Using a nesting DATE function, you can convert years, months, and dates figures to a range of date number, in that order. Replace the numbers shown with your own year, month, and date digits. You can also use cell references within your
NETWORKDAYS formula, instead of a nesting DATE function. Type =NETWORKDAYS(A6,B6) into a blank cell, replacing the A6 and B6 cell references with your own. In the above example, the NETWORKDAYS function is used to calculate the working days between different dates. If you want to
exclude certain days from your calculations, such as days of certain holidays, you can add formula at the end of your NETWORKDAE. To do this, click a blank cell, and type =NETWORKDAYS(A6,B6, {B6:D6}. In this example, A6 is the start date, B6 is the end date, and the B6:D6 range is a range of cells
which contain days of holidays to be excluded. You can replace the cell references with your own dates by using a nesting DATE function, if you prefer. To do this, type replacing the cell references and DATE criteria with your own digits. In the above example, the same range of dates is used for three
NETWORKDAYS formulas. With 11 standard working days reported in cell B2, between two and three additional holidays in cells B3 and B4 are removed. B4.
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